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AS SEEN IN

Princess Castleberry is the world’s first and only WellRisk Manager™ , an entrepreneur, global Risk Management
and Wellness professional for 20+ years, TEDx Speaker, author, instructional designer, and facilitator whose
dynamism is only outmatched by her personality and authentic urban energy. 
 

She believes that all people deserve to be Well While Working™  and that people can’t live or work optimally in
spaces where wellness is not the first priority. WellRisk™  training helps companies confront today's leading
wellness, HR, and risk issues with practical solutions that work to build awareness, accountability, and accessibility
at all levels. Employees will live better lives inside and outside the workplace.

Princess built her career as an in-house risk manager and instructional designer with global Fortune 500-1000
firms Marsh, Pulte Homes, and Kelly Services; and as the Chief Administrative Officer of a Detroit-based charter
school management company. She brings a wealth of experience and insights to each engagement, having held
leadership roles in Enterprise Risk Management, Business Continuity & Disaster Response, Legislative
Compliance, Cybersecurity & Privacy Awareness, Human Resources, and DEI&A.  

She has earned a Bachelor of Arts in International Business from Illinois Wesleyan University; a Master of Training
and Development from Oakland University; and certificates in Wellness Counseling (Cornell University), Diversity,
Equity & Inclusion in the Workplace (University of South Florida), and DACUM Jobs Analysis (Ohio State
University). She also studied abroad at Universidad Complutense in Madrid, Spain. 

ABOUT PRINCESS (SHE/HER)

KEYNOTE TALKS

Breaking Bad Agreements™  | Know Risk + Know Reward | Authentic+Triggered: Balancing Authenticity
with Workplace Realities | Learn. Lead. Protect. -  Building Psychological Safety + Belonging  | 
Struggles of a Rich Auntie: Coping with Success & Grief as a Black Woman Leader

https://www.linkedin.com/in/princesscastleberry/
mailto:Princess@castleriskhr.com
https://www.facebook.com/CastleRiskHR/
https://youtu.be/nyAR7Gd1-cs
https://www.tiktok.com/@princessthespeaker?is_from_webapp=1&sender_device=pc
https://www.instagram.com/princessthespeaker/
http://www.castleriskhr.com/


CLIN·IC
/ˈKLINIK/

WHEN YOU NEED TO ENGAGE A TARGETED GROUP OF LEADERS
AND EMPLOYEES IN A FULL DEDICATED SESSION TO ADDRESS

ORGANIZATION-SPECIFIC GOALS, SKILL-BUILDING, OR
PROBLEMS, DELIVERED IN A HALF-DAY SESSION

TALK
 /ˈTAWK/

WHEN YOU NEED A HIGHLY ENGAGING, INTROSPECTIVE, AND
INSPIRATIONAL WEBINAR EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR EMPLOYEES

DELIVERED IN ONE HOUR OR LESS

WORK·SHOP
/ˈWƏRKˌSHÄP/

WHEN YOUR EMPLOYEES NEED A DEEPER DIVE INTO KEY WELLNESS, HR,
AND RISK CONCEPTS, COMPLETE WITH A CUSTOM-DESIGNED EBOOK FOR A

RICHER LEARNING EXPERIENCE, DELIVERED IN 90 MINUTES - 2 HOURS

Choose Your Learning Experience
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BREAKING BAD
AGREEMENTS

How 'agreements' drive self-image, 
 mindset, authenticity, and narratives

The role of behavior chains and
common personal, global, and
workplace triggers

A method to identify and reframe bad
personal agreements and cultural
norms

Mindfulness and meditation as a
solution

Leaders and teams learn to apply the
D.A.R.E. to C.A.R.E. framework
(presented by Princess Castleberry at
TEDxDetroit 2022) to confront the
impact of fear-based thinking on
authenticity and psychological safety in
the workplace.

Participants will learn:

 

Presented in collaboration with Mindful
Culture Creators, LLC

D A R E
C A R E

TO
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BUILDING HEALTHY
AGREEMENTS

How narratives are constructed

Our natural brain-based biases

How agreements impact the five
drivers of wellness

Leading and receiving courageous
conversations

Leaders and teams further explore
practical applications of the D.A.R.E. to
C.A.R.E. framework (presented by
Princess Castleberry at TEDxDetroit
2022) to build a workplace culture
founded on healthy agreements.

Participants will dive deeper on:

 

Presented in collaboration with Mindful
Culture Creators, LLC

D A R E
C A R E

TO
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REDUCING
DECISION
FATIGUE &
BURNOUT

Identify the five stages of burnout
Understand the personal and professional
risks of decision fatigue
Understand how to apply situational
leadership
Understanding essentialism 
Learn practical ways to reduce their
number of decisions
Learn organizational changes that reduce
risks of burnout

Decision fatigue is real and is sharply rising as
we continue coping with a global pandemic,
political unrest, and work-related stress.
Coined by social psychologist Roy F.
Baumeister, it is the emotional and mental
strain resulting from a burden of choices.  

Decision fatigue impacts our personal and
professional lives and often leads to risky
decision-making, decision avoidance, or
burnout. During this interactive clinic, we
uncover the symptoms, discuss the impact on
life and business, and learn practical ways to
adapt situational leadership and essentialism
principles to avoid burnout. 

Participants will: 
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BRAVING
IMPOSTER
SYNDROME

Understand the original context of the

'Imposter Syndrome' phenomenon 

Debunk the imposter myths 

Identify actual personal, global, and

workplace triggers

When people set audacious personal and

professional goals, they take on new risks and

challenges and often experience a rise in

Imposter Syndrome - today more aptly called

'Imposter Experience.' 

During this interactive learning experience, we

explore the prevalence of 5 types of Imposter

Experiences among high-performing

individuals of all backgrounds and debunk

some long-standing myths and narratives that

disproportionately impact women leaders and

uncover the real triggers of this phenomenon.

Participants will: 



UNLOCKING
THE POWER
OF POSITIVE
SELF-TALK

Define action- and attitude-based goals
Distinguish between positive and negative
self-talk 
Learn five ways that negative self-talk
manifests
Learn Self-talk techniques that work
Practice 10 habits of goal actualization 

Prepare to be introspective and authentic as
we engage in a 1-hour workshop to
understand the risks of negative self-talk and
the transformative power of positive self-talk.
We will also practice 'rapid action boarding' -
quickly setting goals, attitudes, and actions
that support our visions without overthinking
them.

People who master the habits presented in
this clinic can experience the satisfaction and
results born from aligning their thoughts,
attitudes, words, and actions. Come with a
vision; leave with a plan!

Participants will: 
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VISION-IN-
ACTION

Visualization  
S.M.A.A.R.T. goal setting
Mindfulness 
Vision and Action Boarding

This motivational session guides participants
through goal-setting, vision-in-action
boarding, and manifesting the lives they
want. 

S.M.A.A.R.T. goal-setting is a regular part of
life and business that requires you to either
have your own vision or align with someone
else's to achieve specific outcomes. 

'Vision-in-Action' Boarding is much more
than putting colorful magazine clippings and
quotes on a board and fantasizing about life.
It is a mindful, creative exercise that helps
translate S.M.A.A.R.T. goals into a series of
organized, intentional actions and attitudes,
accountability plans, contingencies,
timelines, and resources. 

Arrive prepared with 1-2 written goals,  a
board, and 10+ image and quote cutouts
representing your vision, and leave with a
solid plan! 

Participants will practice: 
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GIVING
INCLUSIVE+
EFFECTIVE
FEEDBACK

How to prepare to give feedback
Strategies for delivering inclusive
feedback conversations
Pitfalls of bias feedback
 The importance of 360 feedback

This session guides people leaders
through how to provide continuous
feedback that provides goal clarity,
improves performance and supports
inclusivity. 

We explore common pitfalls in giving
feedback that can result from
unconscious bias and the ultimate
impact on compensation, recognition,
rewards, and promotion. 

Participants will understand: 
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RECOGNIZING
+MANAGING
CONFLICT

Distinguish healthy and unhealthy
conflict
Learn practical solutions for
identifying and resolving common
team conflicts 
Practice active listening skills
Learn practical ways to build or
restore trust and influence

Successful teams operate best with clear
direction, trust, effective
communication, and a plan to managing
inevitable conflicts. 
This interactive experience focuses on
the role and impact of different types of
conflict, how to diagnose sources of
conflict, and the best strategies for
handling it. 
We'll also discuss corporate culture
factors that can perpetuate conflict and
what leaders can do to add positive
influence.

Participants will: 
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Discovery | Prep Session: 2 hours
Participant Session 1: Intake (1
hour)
Participant Session 2: You Know Your
Strengths, Now What? (1 hour)
Participant Session 3: Goals in Action
(1 hour)

This is a 1:1 introductory leadership
assessment and coaching program
designed for new and emerging leaders
who are being prepared for their first
leadership roles. Before making the
major investment into personalized
coaching, this 3-part series helps
companies assess participants' self-
awareness, organizational knowledge,
leadership styles, core strengths, and
goal setting and execution.
 

EMERGING
LEADERS:
INTRO TO
COACHING
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HR LEADERS:
TODAY'S RISK
MANAGERS

The role and prominence of HR in
corporate risk management strategy

How HR leaders can leverage risk
models to advance their work

How to apply the basic risk
management process to identify,
assess, and create solutions for HR
risks

This session will accelerate HR leaders
everywhere!

HR leaders are among today's most
prominent risk managers, but many are
not formally recognized as such due to
the risk management industry's
historical lack of diversity and inclusion.
HR Managers (70% women) and Risk
Managers (60% men) share many of the
same core competencies, yet Risk
Managers outearn HR Managers by 25-
30%. It's time for that to change.

Participants will learn:
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DACUM JOBS
ANALYSIS

Create job descriptions, job-specific
performance appraisals, succession plans,
compensation guidelines, and standard
operating procedures
Conduct functional reviews to examine
organizational alignment and pain points
Develop and refine competency-based
training programs
Create performance assessments/testing
Provide career counseling
Create or restructure roles/functions
Support FLSA classifications (exempt vs.
non-exempt)

DACUM (Developing a Curriculum) is a trusted
and efficient job analysis method created by
The Ohio State University and used for over 40
years. It incorporates employee focus groups
in a professionally facilitated storyboarding
process to capture the significant duties and
related tasks included in an occupation.
Castle's method also captures the necessary
knowledge, skills, personality traits, and
enablers/tools needed to perform a role most
effectively and identifies pain points to deliver
insights.
 

The DACUM can be used to:

 

Duration: 10 hours per role (structured as a
30-minute orientation | two 3-hour sessions of
jobs analysis | and 2.5 hours of report
refinement | 1-hour report debrief) 
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RUNNING YOUR
RACE + RISK
PLANNING FOR
YOUR GOALS

How to develop a winning mindset
How mindfulness and meditation can
impact motivation
Practical and impactful strategies to
navigate temporary setbacks and
comebacks while growing

Risk planning is the critical step often
skipped in goal setting and can be the
difference between an outright failure,
failing forward, or incredible success. 

No sound business operates without a
risk management plan. Yet, people are
often labeled as self-doubting or lacking
faith when they contemplate and plan for
failures in their audacious personal or
business goals. In this session, we
immediately debunk that thinking and
learn to navigate hardships intentionally.

Participants will learn:
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EVERY LEADER
IS A RISK
MANAGER

Trusted ERM frameworks
Wellness-centered risk management
Five risk culture building blocks
Practical ways to build risk capacity in 5
core business functions
3 R's of ERM team formation 
Methods of developing and scoring a risk
register
How to build risk appetite and tolerance
statements and scorecards
How to drive risk culture and engagement

No singular person or team can be
responsible for the 'Risk Management'
function in today's climate. All
organizational leaders must be more
accountable and able to provide solutions
for mounting complexities in employment
compliance, safety, data privacy, supply-
chain interdependencies, DE&I, and
wellness.

This clinic provides a foundational
understanding of holistic Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM) and accelerates the
formation of your cross-functional ERM team.
Participants will understand the following:
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CONTRACT
MATTERS

Basic contractual liability and insurance
concepts and terms
Defined scope of services
Distinctions between your
responsibilities and those of your
clients, vendors, or subcontractors
Indemnification terms and allocation of
risks between parties
Key terms and conditions
Warranties/guaranties 
Payment terms
Best practices in contract approval and
governance models

Business leaders and their teams must
understand the contract model(s) by which
your organization operates to properly
execute services, effectively negotiate
upsells, avoid scope creep, and transfer
liability risks.

In preparation for this clinic, Castle will
first complete a full analysis of your
organization's standard written
agreement(s), then customize the clinic to
train your staff. Participants will
understand the following:

Preparation: Hours will vary based on the
number and complexity of standard written
agreements

FOR CONTRACT ADMINISTRATORS
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NEED A
CUSTOM-
DESIGNED
CLINIC?
Castle offers customized clinics to meet
your needs. We will connect you with an
experienced instructional designer to
understand your needs and develop a
compelling experience for you and your
staff. 



"Help your employees grow competencies that will
protect their wellness and your business,

remembering that we all deserve to
be well while working."

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED  CASTLE RISK MANAGEMENT & HR CONSULTING, LLC  2021-2023
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